Out of the dark,
not out of the blue
Remove the burden of legacy banking systems
and embrace the potential of modernized IT

Your world is big.
That’s how we think.

CIO guide to modernizing IT in banking

Enjoy the advantages
of IT modernization
Banks today are feeling the pressure to respond to
shifting expectations, with three in four believing
existing IT systems are no longer fit to address
emerging digital business requirements1.
Consumers want an experience that is seamless and
smooth. Regulations are changing all the time. Banks
are under increasing pressure to improve their costincome ratio. Digital transformation is a necessity to
survive, and IT modernization is its foundation.
To help inform the decisions you need to make, this
guide analyzes the drivers behind IT modernization
and identifies the challenges you’re likely to face,
with recommendations on how to overcome them.
Over the following pages, we’ll share our thoughts on
how you can address this challenge and ensure you’re
not bypassed by nimbler, more agile competitors.

The true potential of digital transformation
Digital transformation has the potential to boost
revenues for banks by over 16% and reduce business
operations costs by 15%1. It’s considered much more
important for banking (26%) than for other industries
(17%)2. The majority of senior banking executives (69%)
see digital initiatives as high or relatively high compared
to other strategic priorities3. It’s a hot topic, but some
banks are still hesitant to begin their digital journey.

Transform and compete
Large numbers of challenger banks and fintechs are
emerging to offer customers the kind of seamless, realtime experiences they expect today. What’s more, major
organizations are significantly growing their presence
in banking markets too. For example, Westpac recently
launched an app for Google Assistant, providing
customers with voice-activated access to their accounts;
Facebook has already implemented P2P payments into
its messenger app; and Amazon is in discussion with
JP Morgan Chase about setting up checking accounts,
as well as having a highly successful lending business
to SMEs in North America. Ant Financial, owned by

Alibaba, has the world’s largest money market fund,
controls one of the largest credit scoring systems in the
world – and its operations include a bank, an insurer
and a lending platform for small businesses.

Focus on skills
Finding people with the knowledge to manage legacy
systems is increasingly difficult – especially as many are
now retiring. Conversely, many banks lack the skills to
develop modern software engineering approaches,
such as DevOps and agile, which will help realize their
digital ambitions. Only a minority (26% to 42%) report
that they are experts in this area1.
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Maximize IT potential
and change your future
We’ve reached a point where banks have a simple choice
to make: Modernize or be left behind. Why? Because in
addition to growing consumer expectations, regulation
changes such as PSD2 (Revised Payment Service
Directive) and Open Banking in Europe are helping to
connect consumers, third parties and banks in totally
new ways. You can’t respond easily to such initiatives
if your systems are holding you back. Plus, disruptors
such as fintechs, challenger banks and major technology
organizations, like Amazon and Alibaba, are proving to
be significant threats with the ability to move quickly.

Legacy systems are
typically consuming
80% of banks’ IT
budgets every year5

Many banks are already piloting and evaluating cloud
adoption initiatives to understand the impact of
cloud from a technical, operational, commercial and
compliance perspective. However, to maximize the full
potential of the cloud, an organization needs to fully
embrace new technology patterns and development
methodologies to enable them to stay agile,
collaborative and competitive. IT modernization
is the only way to achieve real digital transformation.
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Seizing the initiative
of IT modernization
You understand why digitization
is crucial. You realize it makes
sense to collaborate, as opposed
to compete, with fintechs,
challenger banks and tech giants.
So, what’s holding you back?
Let’s consider the key challenges
associated with IT modernization.

Legacy systems and core banking challenges
IT in banks – and many other organizations – can be
chaotic. A confused mess that has evolved over 40
years that is both complex and fragile. Organizations
and people are risk-averse, at best for fear of losing
their jobs or worse, appearing in front of the regulators.

96% of financial
organizations face
challenges in IT
modernisation1

Case study:

Global bank
migrates systems
onto a modern
platform
This bank offered banking services that were previously
housed on aging, expensive technology. After a
series of mainframe outages impacted service to its
customers, Avanade migrated multiple systems onto
a modern database platform, most notably parts
connected to its mobile banking application. The app
is used by the majority of the company’s customers to
check account balances and activity, and the migration
has helped improve its performance and significantly
lowered its operational costs. Reducing the bank’s
reliance on its legacy mainframe technology will
ultimately allow it to more effectively scale its business.
The project has demonstrated how Avanade can
successfully help a large, global bank adopt innovative
technology across its entire organization.
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Preparing for
IT modernization
Putting together a business case

Stakeholder alignment

The main driver in the business case is the need
to improve cost – income ratios that have remained
stable or deteriorated since the global financial crisis.
Eighty-six percent of banks believe their organization’s
senior execs could better appreciate the potential ROI
of IT modernization projects1. Presenting the right
business case – one that includes the IT and business
benefits for the bank – often proves to be difficult,
because of the sheer breadth of options available,
but also because sprawling banking organizations
are not unified in outlook, and individuals and
departments often have competing priorities.

It is important to recognize the significant work
required to get stakeholder alignment in building the
case for change and getting it over the line. Identifying
the right stakeholders and ensuring they understand
and agree with the change required is fundamental
to success. You need to find techniques to accelerate
this alignment, identify shared hot spots and build
consensus before the business opportunity is lost.

91% of the financial services sector
believe modernized IT systems are
critical to addressing the emerging
requirements of digital business1
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Case study:

Planning a successful transition
Getting the right data center approach

Regulatory approval

Banks have invested over many years in data centers.
They are significant assets of the business. You need to
consider the best way to transition them into a cloud
environment and the steps to do so. Many banks
are adopting a hybrid cloud approach as part of the
transition process. We appreciate that moving any
system to a cloud environment has inherent operational
risks that need managing, so ensure you have the right
skills to help you do this. Many banks admit struggling
with the sheer volume of data they hold for each
cloud application (55%), keeping applications up to
date, secure and reliable (54%) or ensuring application
compliance with regulations (33%)1.

Banks are finding that the regulatory approval required
when moving to the cloud is a slow process. It requires
detailed knowledge of the regulatory framework,
experience of working with the regulator and the
ability to quickly navigate the various challenges
as they emerge in a compliant manner.

Latin American
bank shaves
days off
processing time
and cuts costs
by 40%
A Latin American bank needed to transform its process
for financing new vehicles. Its process for approving
these loans was paper-based and labor-intensive,
requiring customers to bring multiple documents to
a local branch to complete an application. With a new
cloud platform, the loan process has been completely
digitized, from the initial customers request through to
final payment. Customers can now use their computer
or mobile device to upload documents and link credit
scores for assessment and approval. Pre-check and
document handling time was reduced from six to
seven days to a few minutes with approximate cost
reduction of 40%. This richer customer experience
boosts satisfaction and improves win rate.
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How cloud can deliver
a better future
With the scale of change required,
and the number of challenges
to overcome, we advise taking
a phased approach to IT
modernization. It’s important to
prioritize your actions, and take
things step by step to allow your
team to build their own abilities,
while simultaneously reducing risk
for the bank. At Avanade, we can
guide you in the right direction.

Create a roadmap

Simplify and transform

It needs to start with strategy. Taking a strategic
approach can help your organization map out the path
to reducing complexity and delivering cost savings
to drive innovation to get to the new model.

Banks need to radically simplify. You need to shed
infrastructure and applications from your legacy
portfolio rapidly. Reducing complexity will lower cost
and reduce the number of people required to support
your IT. You need to have targets that move from 1,000
or more apps to 100 or fewer. This requires the usual
disciplines of deciding which apps can be kept, which
need investment, modernization and integration,
which should be migrated and which eliminated –
based on their value to the business. Consider your
options to move to a cloud platform to achieve
scalability and speed.

Doing everything in stages is the way to make
long-term, sustainable change happen. So, plan
ahead. Avoid a one-size-fits-all mentality; only do the
things that suit your bank best and closely manage the
changes to reduce any operational risk. As part of the
way we support our clients, we create roadmaps that
help to achieve breakthrough thinking combined with
practical execution – with the aim of uncovering new
market opportunities.

Along that path you need a forward-looking strategy
to deliver a common data model and component
application services to interact with that data:
Cloud platforms can help deliver that. Around this
technology banks need a new delivery organization
with far fewer people but with new skills. A hybrid
cloud position may well be a good starting point.
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Achieve modernization
– one step at a time
Tap into DevOps and the API economy
Ninety percent of banks believe that using DevOps
and agile approaches will be key to responding
effectively to changing market dynamics. If you don’t
have the necessary skills in-house, consider using third
parties as this will speed up the process compared to
training your own people. This is also an opportunity
to evaluate the API economy, particularly in the context
of Open Banking, and see how you can integrate this
into your IT modernization process. Although Open
Banking is driven by regulation in the UK, it is emerging
in other regions (such as North America and Asia) as
a major business driver without a regulatory framework

Embrace the benefits of the cloud …
where it makes sense
To remain competitive against challenger banks,
fintechs or tech giants who are entering the market
using a cloud-first approach, your bank must be agile
and fast to market with new products, services and
ideas. The only way to do this is a shift to cloud-based
operations. Not only does the cloud offer benefits
such as increased scalability, cost savings, usage-based

billing and business continuity, it also provides a
platform for DevOps, agile software development
and the new apps made possible by engagement
with third parties and partners.
With this foundation in place, you will be able to
better support development efforts and reduce
development cycle times. A new cloud architecture
will also lead to a simplified operating environment
and increased productivity.
It is unrealistic for large financial institutions to believe
that cloud will offer the answer for all their legacy
systems. Core backend services and systems of
record, which are often mainframes and/or specialized
hardware, typically prove a challenge to migrate
due to commercial, compliance and technical issues.
For the circumstances where the business case does
not stack up, Avanade has developed modern IT
accelerators to protect these services from the new
and chaotic demands of the Open Banking and mobile
channels, to augment the capabilities of the platforms
using modern API and Microservice frameworks
and to provide an element of separation allowing
the services to be presented in a more modern
and open framework.
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Making a success of
your IT modernisation
Take a phased approach

Work with a trusted strategic partner

Start by staging your migration in phases. Hybrid
cloud is where banks will position themselves for the
foreseeable future. Your approach needs to be iterative
and there are many options available. How about using
SaaS or cloud native custom development?

IT modernization can be a complex process. But when
you work with a trusted partner, the journey becomes
much more manageable. That’s why our Advisory
Services team helps banks put together business cases.

Or perhaps re-architect your existing applications
to be delivered in more agile ways via automation
services in the cloud? As ever, focus on quick wins
to build business confidence, avoid getting pulled
into the details and assess where outsourcing support
could be appropriate.

Our Service Management experts move apps to the
cloud for major banks. We implement continuous
delivery approaches, automated test and build in
cloud environments, and apply modern software
engineering techniques – as well as integration with
legacy systems. And because we know it needs to be
secure and compliant we use Azure, trusted by over
80% of the world’s largest banks and over 85% of GSI
financial institutions.
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Trust Avanade to manage
your IT modernization
There are many ways to digitally
transform your business, which
is why we don’t use a templated
process. We collaborate closely
with you to understand your
business first, and then carefully
tailor our approach.
We’ll help you solve your legacy issues, manage the
changes in your workplace, mitigate any risks and
help you realize the benefits of the cloud. We don’t
say this lightly. Our expertise is based on many years
of working with all kinds of financial institutions.

Why Avanade?
- We work with seven of the top 10 largest
banks worldwide.
- Our advisory capability has helped organizations achieve
digital transformation through building consensus,
creating roadmaps and delivering iterative change.
- We have significant cloud expertise around Microsoft
Office 365, with more seats deployed than any
other vendor.
- We are world leaders in Azure, with more
Azure-based deployments than any other vendor.
- We are the No. 1 global leader in Microsoft Enterprise
Applications implementation (IDC).
- We have the most Azure-certified professionals
in the world.
- We have extensive capability in application development
in the new world of the API economy, DevOps and
modern engineering; with Microsoft we have developed
an Azure API Management Accelerator to fast-track open
API innovation and enable banks to market-test value
propositions and engage with fintechs and partners via
a marketplace model. More details here

Case study:

Cloud fuels
real-time
operations at
Towergate
Working closely with its alliance partner Microsoft and
leveraging its joint venture with Avanade, Accenture
completely transformed Towergate’s IT operating
model, data center, networks, telephony and end-user
computing environments—all underpinned with new
service management processes.
Together, they embarked on one of the most
comprehensive IT reboots and ambitious cloud
migration efforts the financial services industry had
ever seen. This transformation took just 12 months
and achieved approximately 30% annual cost savings.

- We can help you manage your cloud assets
cost-effectively and efficiently.
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Independent
research by IDC4
found that Avanade:
– Provides a return of $4.66 for every $1 invested
– Accelerates apps development by 50%
– Reduces the amount of people involved in cloud migrations by 80%
– Offers product core IT ops that are 45% more efficient
– Delivers less unplanned downtime in the region of 50% to 70%

Want to learn more about the way
we manage IT modernization? Contact us.

Avanade is the leading provider of innovative digital and cloud-enabling services, business solutions and design-led
experiences, delivered through the power of people and the Microsoft ecosystem. Majority owned by Accenture,
Avanade was founded in 2000 by Accenture LLP and Microsoft Corporation and has 30,000 professionals in 24 countries.
Visit us at www.avanade.com. © 2018 Avanade Inc.
All rights reserved. The Avanade name and logo are registered trademarks in the U.S. and
other countries. Other brand and product names are trademarks of their respective owners.
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